
Does This Sound Like Your Current Situation? 
Managing your multifunctional products and printers is critical to the efficient operation of your business. But the daily grind of 
checking toner, ink and paper levels, capturing meter reads and maintaining firmware upgrades can be overwhelming. In addition, not 
understanding your user-to-device ratios can make it difficult to optimize your entire fleet. All of this leaves you looking for ways to 
solve your device management challenges despite a shrinking IT budget.

Control device fleets with Ricoh.
Ricoh’s Device Management Solutions for SMB offers two of Ricoh’s most powerful tools – Device Manager NX and @Remote – as 
proven solutions to manage, monitor and configure devices.

Your Challenge: The Cost of Stand-Alone Devices  

Our Solution: The excessive time and costs associated with managing individual devices 
puts pressure on your IT resources as it takes employees away from core business tasks. Our 
solution lets you efficiently manage Ricoh networked devices from a central location.
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Your Challenge: Lack of Fleet Visibility

Our Solution: Managing devices, long with the multiple scans, copies, prints and faxes they 
generate, can be time-consuming and inefficient. Ricoh’s solution offers complete reporting for 
usage assessment and analysis.

Your Challenge: Lack of Usage Control

Our Solution: Output management through monitoring colour printing and single vs. duplex 
printing, can help to save money and support your green initiatives. Our solution puts you on 
the fast track to savings with administrative tools that help monitor and manage document 
output more effectively.

Technology shifts are changing 
how and where users print, 
driving evolution of device  
and print management.*

*Source: Infotrends, North America Network Document Solutions Forecast: 2012-2017


